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About This Game

Cartesian is a unique puzzle-platformer with lasers as its core mechanic. Use lasers to reflect, push, destroy, and more as you
search for your lost crew-mates. Dozens of interesting mechanics are introduced through over 70 varied levels. It's easy to

understand, difficult to master. Do you have the skills to solve Cartesian's challenges?

Requires mouse and keyboard to play. Press F10 to toggle fullscreen modes.

Cartesian is created by Mark Radocy, music by Will TK.

Carteisian can also be played completely in-browser here: https://th3shark.itch.io/cartesian.
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Cartesian is definitely not what I expected from a free game. With poor graphics, no resolution options to speak of, and also
lacking volume sliders, this game did everything to get off on a bad footing with me. It then took that negative expectation I had
built up and then smacked me square in the face with the fact that it is in fact a solid title!

With varied and unique puzzle designs and ranging levels of difficulty and options, this game was far more than one could ever
hope to expect from a free title. As stated in my first Impressions video, my only regret is that I was not able to compensate the
Developers for this little gem. If you are a fan of puzzle games, this game is absolutely worth your time.

And a note to the Devs, if you produce a 2nd game of this level of quality gameplay, please do charge some money for it. You
will have earned it if it is anything like Cartesian.

9\/10. Cartesian, it looks terrible but under that rough surface is a really decent puzzle\/ adventure indie game that I would
recommend to any free to play "nomad" or anyone looking for another free game to try. I liked it.. Its a relaxing puzzle game,
with some fun and interesting puzzles.. The less I say about the game the more fun it will be for you. It seems like a small
crappy game at first but more and more mechanics get added that make this game really fun.

I wrote this 3 hours ago. Steam didn't reconise the game time so I tweeted the developper who then fixed the problem really
fast.

Final time to complete: 2 hours and 16 minutes. Short, but really well made. I never felt cheated by the mechanics.

Install it and play it today!. Lazers everywhere
+ solid 2D puzzle platformer, right amount of challenge, movement is alright etc.

no customization/settings apart from mute button.. but then again, nothing else is needed.

short n' sweet, give it a try, you can even continue it on another day. unique laser puzzles
-gfx can be better.... This was an awesome game. I wouldn't have minded paying a dollar or two for it.. Link to the review that
showed me this game is even a thing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fOogbEgdBY

I don't really think I could say anything that was not covered in the review and I don't think I should try. to put it bluntly
Cartesian is the embodyment of the saying "don't judge a book by its cover." Its a fairly simple game about refracting off of
walls to open doors in the hopes you can solve the game's over arching mystery and save your mining crew.

my only complaints are that the game has no volume sliders and is startlingly loud at first.
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and that I can't seem to find the devs name anywhere on steam perventing me from following there future work.
. Unfair levels,
- bad menu ekeys (esc make undo last option changed and made uncomfortable to exit of the menu)
- clumsy character
- bad camera movement
the idea is great but these fails make the game a little worse, i'd love top play without these fails, would be a great and funny
game
. Nice combination of puzzles and platform action.
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+ Just the right among of puzzle difficulty
+ Frequent save points help if you die
+ Who doesn't like lasers?
+ Good in-game tutorial
+ Music is OK (but nothing special)
- Initially, gameplay time wasn't reported to Steam

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IUz-rCLhlEo. This game was a lot more fun
than I would have expected from a free game. The laser mechanics are fun and unique, and the storyline itself is engaging and
interesting. I would definitely reccomend this game for anyone who likes puzzle-based platformers.. - Unfair levels,
- bad menu ekeys (esc make undo last option changed and made uncomfortable to exit of the menu)
- clumsy character
- bad camera movement
the idea is great but these fails make the game a little worse, i'd love top play without these fails, would be a great and funny
game
. Link to the review that showed me this game is even a thing.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5fOogbEgdBY

I don't really think I could say anything that was not covered in the review and I don't think I should try. to put it bluntly
Cartesian is the embodyment of the saying "don't judge a book by its cover." Its a fairly simple game about refracting off of
walls to open doors in the hopes you can solve the game's over arching mystery and save your mining crew.

my only complaints are that the game has no volume sliders and is startlingly loud at first.

and that I can't seem to find the devs name anywhere on steam perventing me from following there future work.
. This was an awesome game. I wouldn't have minded paying a dollar or two for it.. Its a relaxing puzzle game, with some fun
and interesting puzzles.
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